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Thank You for the Last 30 Years!
As I make my official exit from C&W, I reflect on the  
past 30 years and all of the accomplishments we have 
achieved together. 

From the first Shaker Unit to the CP LPR, the technologies we’ve created at 
C&W have revolutionized dust collection in the Ready-Mix industry forever. 

When I bought the company on June 29, 1992, C&W only offered two models: 
the Shaker and Reverse Air Collectors. Over the next few years,  
we developed the first successful Cartridge Pulse (CP) 
Unit in the Ready-Mix industry – which is still one of our 
most important technologies today. To meet customer 
needs, we evolved the Cartridge Unit to advance its 
effectiveness, leading to the development of our most 
popular dust collector, the CP LPR. 

The refinements of our technologies throughout  
our company’s history continue to cement C&W’s 
success within the marketplace. The company’s 
future success truly lies within its people  
and the pride they take in manufacturing 
the high-performing equipment we’re 
known for.

As I move forward in this next 
chapter, I want to thank everyone 
at C&W, our customers, channel 
partners and business partners 
for all of the years of partnership, 
success and a lifetime of memories. 
It has been my pleasure working 
with you all over the years!   

– Deryl Beakley

™A TRIBUTE TO DERYL BEAKLEY

Deryl Beakley

3 Things  
I’m Looking Forward  
to in Retirement:

 Relaxing 
The day-to-day hustle and bustle 
of managing a company will surely 
be missed, but I look forward to a 
more relaxed lifestyle. 

 Spending More  
 Time with Family 
Family is one of the most 
important things in my life, 
and I can’t wait to create lasting 
memories with my wife, children 
and grandchildren.

 Traveling 
My favorite spot to visit is Africa. 
We have become very active in a 
Ugandan Orphanage to help children 
and their community get access 
to food, clean water and medical 
attention. I look forward to making 
my next trip to Africa next year! 
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Retirement Wishes
Steve Duncan  
 “I knew right away that Deryl was a smart, savvy business 
man, but over the years learned that above all else he’s 
a good man. Deryl, you’ve changed mine and my family’s 
life, and done so for countless others. Thank you from the 
bottom of my heart for everything. I wish you nothing but 
joy, happiness and many years of family travels to come!” 

Keli Teich  
 “It’s been a lot of years and a lot of people have come and gone, 
but you’ve always been here…even in inclement weather. I  
want to thank you for all that you’ve taught me and everything 
you’ve done for me. Enjoy your retirement and do it BIG!”

Bill Werra  
 “Congratulations on a well-deserved retirement! I can’t wait 
to hear about everything you’ll do in this next phase of 
your life. You worked hard not only to build a successful 
company, but also a stellar reputation and a position 
as an industry leader. You’ve dedicated 30 years to C&W, 
its employees, dealers, customers and high-performing 
products. Thank you for trusting Steve, the C&W team and 
myself, to lead this great organization into the future.” 

The Legacy of Dust Settles. We Don’t.™
The Dust Settles. We Don’t. culture began with Deryl. 
His commitment to push the boundaries of technology, 
always go the extra mile for customers and continuously 
look for ways to improve blazed the path for our “Never 
Settle” culture. 

The team at C&W is forever grateful for the leader, mentor 
and friend you have been over the last three decades. 
We hope to make you proud and continue to carry out 
your legacy every day!

We Wish You Well in Retirement! 

What was your greatest accomplishment  
during your time at C&W?
Bringing the appropriate people into the company with  
the right knowledge of dust collection systems and air  
flow. In 2000, we hired our first degreed engineer to 
leverage his technique and skills to overcome  
engineering issues. Since then, we’ve been the only  
one in our industry with a degreed engineer on staff.

What advice do you have for someone  
starting off their career at C&W?
Always take care of your customer. The quality of the 
equipment and attention to detail is extremely important, 
because those are some of the first things customers see 
when their units arrive. Having a unit that is well-painted, 
well-put together and has been properly inspected is 
critical to ensure the customer’s first experience is one 
that is positive.  

What was your favorite thing that you most  
enjoyed about work?
Working through issues that were in the field and being 
able to help find a solution. Knowing that you’ve solved a 
customer’s problem and getting a positive response back 
that they appreciated the help. In most instances, you’ve 
probably earned their business moving forward. I never 
shied away from that interaction. Finding a solution is all 
part of the fun!  
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